Correspondence
The Church and D6tente.
To the Editors: Blahoslav S. Hruby’s
article in the January issue (“Cardinal
Mindszenty as a Casualty of Detente”)
rightly points out the dangers and pitfalls of the policy of detente. It is a
timely warning to the promoters of this
policy carefully to assess whether the
resulting meager gains justify its continuation. There is, however, another
aspect which is very difficult to appraise for the simple reason that it is a
hypothetical alternative: What would
have happened if the cold war had continued with full force? Would the situation be better i n Communistdominated countries now? Who can
tell? It is true, on the other hand, that
there are almost infinite degrees between a cold war and a &tente that
compromises principles. Politics is the
art of the possible, and i t will test the
prudence and skill of Western leaders
to find the way that best promotes the
cause of human rights and avoids the
danger of war.
As for the policy of detente on the
part of the various churches, and especially of the Vatican, the problem appears even more complex. Whereas
Westem countries have no citizens of
their own under the direct political
control of Communist countries, the
churches have a great number of their
constituents living there; the Communist regimes exercise complete
political control over them and have
the administrative and political power
that can suppress their activities and
limit their freedom. Their situation
could be compared to that of hostages
in an airplane. Governments are frequcntly forced to give in to the demands of the skyjackers in order to
save the lives of the hostages. It is
evident that even in the case of blackmail one may not compromise the
moral and theological principles of a
church, although certain sacrifices
may be tolerated and accepted in other
areas. The Vatican made it clear on
several occasions that it was not going
to sacrifice any moral and theological

values but only intended to pursue the
dialo‘gue to assum some modus vivendi
for its members to enlarge their degree
of freedom. The way of stiff resistance
and no-dialogue w& tried in Hungary
after the war. Unfortunately, it did not
save the parochial and secondary
schools of the Church, could not assure freedom of religious instruction.
and led to the suppression of religious
orders and other organizations of the
Church. I t is not evident yet that the
new way of diqlogue will achieve
much more, but it would be unfair to
condemn the Vatican for trying out a
new policy. The Hungarian Catholic
Church lives in Hungary, not in CmigrC
communities. and it cannot be directed
from abroad. Hence its leaders should
be chosen from among those actually
living in Hungary, which requires
some dialogue on the part of the Vatican. With such leadership the Hungarian Church can develop its own
way of coping with the many restrictions and problems i t faces.
Thus it seems that the problem of
the churches in regard to detente is
much more involved than that of the
Western governments. In either case,
however, one is legitimately concerned
that there should be sophistication in
the pursuance of this policy and a
thorough understanding of MarxistLeninist goals and tactics.
Andrew C. Varga, S.J.
Department of Philosophy
Fordham University
New York, N . Y .
Blahoslav S . Hruby Responds:
Sharing Andrew .C. Varga’s concern
regarding detenti in relation to the
cause of human rights and danger of
war. I hope, as he does, that Western
leaders are sufficiently prudent and
skillful to deal with this problem.
What worries me, however, is the
spirit of Munich appeasement of 1938
which seems to be prevalent in many
circles in the USA and othe-r Western
countries. It is appalling and almost
frightening to hear arguments that
trade and cooperation in other fields
with Communist countries must be increased in spite of the fact that many
persons are suffering in prisons, concentration camps, and even mental institutions because of their faith in God,
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their race, political dissent, or because
of their desire to emigrate. As many
.people in 1938 recommended that

Czechoslovakia should be sacrificed to
Hitler to save “peace in our time.”
there are today many voices which
suggest similar policy vis-&vis captive
nations and those which are in danger
of losing their independence.
Our world desperately needs
detente, but it must be a two-waystreet detente which will benefit both
sides and not dnly the Soviet Union
and other Communist countries. So far
the gains for the West have been disappointing.
I also agree that the problem of a
policy of detente on the part of various
churches, and especially of the Vatican, is even more complex’. It would
be unfair to condemn the Vatican and
other churches for trying to begin a
dialogue with Communist governments
in order to obtain some relaxation of
their stiff policies toward churches.
We must not. however, overestimate
the policy of accommodation because
its results seem to be very meager. The
Communist parties continue to infiltrate and manipulate the churches and
to use them as a rubber stamp for their
policies. Churchmen who are not wiUing to cooperate with Communist authorities are being eliminated fjom any
position of influence and punished by
economic and social discrimination or
sent to prison.
At the same time, propaganda in all
Communist countries persists in its attacks against churches for their alleged
support of counterrevolutionary and
antisocialist activities. A recent violent
attack in the Communist ideological
weekly Tribuna of Prague against our
Research Center for Religion and
Human Rights in Closed Societies is
an example par excellence of this unchanging Communist hostile attitude
towaid churches and religious organizations. The article, “Who, How and
Why Is Obstructing a Peaceful Coexistence,” begins with the following indiscriminate attack against churches:
“In their struggle against the first
socialist country in the world, the
Soviet Union, against the socialist
Czechoslovakia and other socialist
countries, the church hierarchy joined
(continued on p . 58)
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to question without imputing guilt,
to criticize without charging crime.
All of us who have chosen scholarship as a vocation need a little more
commitment, but not overcommitment.
CONTRIBUTORS
EDITHKURZWEIL,a sociologist on the
faculty of Monklair State College, New
Jersey, has studied and worked in
Europe.

JORGE I. DOMINGUEZ,
Research Fellow at the Center for Intemationd Affairs a1 Harvard, is spending the current
year at Yale as an associate of the Antilles Research Program.

From Corti%to Castro
by Simon Collier
(hlacmillan; 429 pp.; $12.95)
The author, an historian at the University of Essex, calls this “an introduction” to the history of Latin
America. In fact, less than a hundred
pages are given to an overview of
Latin American history from 1492 to
1973. Then there are extended sections on geography, peoples, political systems, and the such. For all the
undoubtedly valuable information
the book contains, the end result
seems somewhat disjointed, and one
rather wishes the author had integrated the whole into a telling of
the history of Latin America.

ROBERT L. WILKEN is a member of
the history faculty at Nom Dame.

top commanders as they schemed for
world conquest and, finally, for mere
survival. The book is of the now-itcan-be-told genre. It is not only told
but told well. Along the way Winterbotham, who was key to the operation of the Ultra Secret, has some
blistering analyses of sundry Allied
commanders. Montgomery comes off
looking a bit of a fool with a very
large ego, while Eisenhower shows
up a gentleman negotiator with an
extraordinary intelligence. Some
have been chivlish enough to s u p .
gest that the fact that the Allies had
most of the Axis plans in advance
detracts somewhat from their victory. Such complaints reflect a serendipity-deficient understanding of
history. An engaging and instructive
book.

Friendship
by Myron Brenton
(Stein and Day; 210 pp.; $6.95)

Briefly Noted
The institute of Pacific
Relations: Asian
Scholars and American
Politics
by John N. Thomas
(University of Washington; 187 pp.;
$8.9S)
Another rather mcssy tale of hicCarthyism before the hlcCartliy era.
When we “lost” China, the wrath of
Congress turned on likely scapegoats, of which the Institute of Pacific Relations, organized in 1925 in
connection with the YMCA, seemed
especially likely. Some prominent
members, such as Owen Lattimore,
could probably have done a little
more than they did to prevent the
IPR from being labeled a Communist tool. A determined hlcCarran
Committee would not have been deterred by scholars more adept at the
political games. A little story from
a largely misremembered past, but,
as the author makes clear, its lessons are hardly irrelevant to our own
moment.

A once-over-lightly survey of the
styles and definitions of friendship
in contemporary America. The author correctly notes that the subject
has not received the attention it deserves in its own right, but has usually been treated left-handedly in
connection with studies of other SOcia1 categories. Brenton has diligently searched out much of what
has been said about friendship in
current sociological literature and
offers a generally upbeat appraisal of
the growing importance of frieKddship in our culture. There are no
conceptual breakthroughs and the
survey is frequently repetitious, but
one hopes the book will be taken
as an invitation for others to address
what is surely one of the most elementary and most neglected of human phenomena.

The Ultra Secret
by F. W. Winterbotham
(Harper and Row; 199 pp.; $8.95)

An exciting story, and real history to
boot. It turns out that the British
curly broke the Germans’ top secret
code and all during World War I1
were listening in on Hitler and his
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forces regardless of their denomination. Their anti-Communist plot is
aimed at the renewal of ideological
domination and political power of
churches in socialist countries.”
In dealing with religious situations
in Communist countries we must.
therefore, see to it that the theology of
caution and accommodation does not
prevail over the theology of boldness,
hope, and courage. The suffering
church must not be sacrificed because
of a dialogue with Communist governments. At a time when religious
and secular dissent are on the increase
in most Communist countries and
Marxism-Leninism is losing its appeal,
it would be a real tragedy if we would
weaken this hopeful development by
an overdose of the theology of caution
and accommodation and by lack of
faith that God is the Lord of history.

